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At Intel we always look forward to this time of the year, with the annual Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair (ISEF) showcasing the talent and tenacity of students from across the globe.
Intel ISEF is an opportunity for students from Asia-Pacific to travel to the US to represent their countries,
demonstrating the kind of intellect, enthusiasm and innovative thinking that will shape tomorrow‟s w orld.
The achievements of our students never fail to amaze me, but in 2011 the performance of the 95 regional representatives
was truly outstanding. This year marked one of the strongest performances Asia-Pacific has ever had at Intel ISEF, with our
team taking home two of the three major awards and many more of the Grand Prizes.
I would like to congratulate each and every one of the delegates. I hope they will be inspired to repeat these early
successes throughout their careers, taking advantage of the infinite opportunities offered through the pursuit of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).

Outside of Intel ISEF, we continue our committed efforts to transform education across Asia-Pacific. We have a wide range
of international programs and local initiatives which seek to bring together educators, governments and not -for-profit
organisations to support learners of all ages, in turn driving sustainable ec onomic development. Teachers trained under the
Intel Teach program are putting theory into practice and making a real difference in local schools, and we continue to
provide classrooms with cutting-edge technology the whole year around. Our people are tire less in identifying ways to
make a difference to the communities in which they work and live. I‟m proud of their efforts and of the accomplishments
of the students we support.

You‟ll find more details in the newsletter which follows, but I thank everyo ne involved in these ongoing efforts to build a
brighter future.

Asia-Pacific ’s young innovators shine at Intel ISEF 2011
At the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (Intel ISEF) 2011,
leading young minds from Asia-Pacific delivered their strongest performance
in the event‟s history by receiving 42 Grand Prize Awards, and two of the top
three prizes at the event.
Read More >

Gra duates Make a Mark on The ir Communities with Inte l Teach®
Indian teachers trained under the Intel Teach® program are putting theory into practice and delivering
real impact in their local communities.
Read More >

Intel Vietnam named top fore ign investor in IC T developme nt
The Vietnamese Government recognized Intel Vietnam for it s efforts to develop the local ICT workforce,
contribute to the popularization of ICT, and its collaboration with state organizations to develop the ICT
ecosystem in the country.
Read More >

Sola r PC lab shining bright in the Philippines
One year ago a rural “off grid” school in the Southern Philippines launched
its first solar-powered PC laboratory with help from Intel. Today, students
at the school are enjoying an improved educational experience courtesy
of the computer lab.
Read More >

Commitment to Advanc ing IC T Education in Vietnam Inc reased
The Higher Engineering Education Alliance Program (HEAAP), w hich aims
to improve the quality of Vietnam‟s higher education ICT curriculum and
support the country‟s grow ing high-tech sector, has been extended
through 2014.
Read More >

Small steps to great strides: Intel and its communities cele brate
Earth Day 2011
For Earth Day 2011, Intel volunteers expanded existing programs and
implemented new ones as diverse as educational roadshows, recycling
projects, reforestation and organic farming.
Read More >

Promoting Social Entreprene urship in India
Intel India is fostering a culture of „Social Entrepreneurship‟ amongst its employees through helping employees with
technology-based solutions for a socially relevant problem to obtain the technical support and funding needed to nurture
it into a viable business model.
Read More >
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